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B cells
•Produce antibodies that 

redirect innate immunity

T cells
•Produce cytokines that 

regulate immunity
•Kill tumor and virus 

infected cells













Why is T cell recognition of antigen 
so complicated?

Presentation of peptides by MHC molecules enables T cells to know 
what’s going on inside the cell….



…and T cells by necessity have to interact with other cells to be 
activated, or carry out their function





Adaptive immune responses require coordinated 
localization of T cells and Antigen Presenting Cells







Three signals 
are necessary 
for naïve T cells 
to differentiate 
into effector (or 
memory) cells
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Activated CD8 T cells do not require costimulation for killing

They are “serial killers” - move on to the next target

© 2015 Elsevier

Effector CD8 T cells kill other cells (and 
also release proinflammatory cytokines)



Effector CD4 T cells come in many flavors that 
regulate quality of the immune response

Differentiation along these pathways is controlled by cytokines released by APC or 
other innate cells 



Changes in lymphocyte homing receptor 
expression and trafficking accompany activation

• Homing receptors on T cells and ligands on the vasculature regulate the entry 
of naïve T cells into lymph nodes

• Activation changes the pattern of homing receptor expression to enable 
effector T cells to enter inflamed peripheral tissue



Elements of the immune system involved in 
the immune response to cancer

Mellman et al. (2011) Nature. 480: 480-489



Elimination of adaptive immunity:

0% of mice are disease-free 

50% have cancer

Elimination of innate and adaptive 

immunity:  0% of mice are disease-free 

80% have cancer

Shankaran et al., Nature 410.  2001.

Normal Immune System:

80% of mice are disease-free 

none have cancer

Immunosurveillance: The immune response 
controls the outgrowth of spontaneous 
colorectal tumors
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From: Spectrum of Cancer Risk Among US Solid Organ Transplant Recipients

JAMA. 2011;306(17):1891-1901. doi:10.1001/jama.2011.1592

Risk of infection-related malignancies is increased 
significantly in US transplant recipients

Viruses: Epstein-Barr, Human papilloma, hepatitis B and C, Herpes simplex B 
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From: Spectrum of Cancer Risk Among US Solid Organ Transplant Recipients

JAMA. 2011;306(17):1891-1901. doi:10.1001/jama.2011.1592

Risk of non-
infection-related 
malignancies is 
increased 
significantly in US 
transplant 
recipients











Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes predict survival in 
colorectal cancer better than Duke’s staging

Galon et al, Science 313: 5795 (2006)



How does immunity increase survival 
yet so infrequently lead to cure? 
• Mutational evolution of tumor cells to avoid the immune response

• Evolution of the response from acute inflammatory to chronic / 
wound healing

• Intrinsic cellular suppression of the response

Acute inflammatory response

Typical for pathogens

Type II inflammatory response
Typical for wound healing

Modified from Bhardwaj, J Clin Invest. 117:1130(2007)






